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Executive Summary 

You’ve probably seen it throughout tech news coverage: “Uber for XYZ has launched.” It’s a 

business model first popularized through hailing a ride somewhere, but is now taking over a wide 

range of local service verticals – everything from house cleaning, to car repair to dog walking.  

We’re talking about the local on-demand economy (LODE). It is defined as services that are 

summoned on demand through mobile apps, then promptly fulfilled offline. For users, it brings 

immediate needs to their fingertips (literally). For providers, it aggregates demand. 

This creates marketplace transparency that brings buyer and seller together more efficiently. 

Individual service providers are afforded customer acquisition capabilities previously reserved for 

large marketing budgets. Many LODE apps also handle operations like payments and scheduling.  

In micro terms, these lowered overhead costs create favorable unit economics that are passed on 

to consumers – further fueling demand. In macro terms, the rise of LODE could transform the 

traditional local service models we’ve known for centuries. It’s the new “1099 economy.” 

This happens by flipping the traditional local advertising model that requires marketing in 

advance. Instead, demand is captured and revealed for service providers to react in real time to a 

marketplace made transparent. Put another way: marketing is replaced with a commerce engine.  

This is a fundamental shift in that local service providers don’t have to make themselves known 

through various forms of marketing in order to generate demand. Demand comes first as 

consumers make their need known. Supply (local service providers) then adjusts accordingly.  

This creates more efficient customer acquisition – a critical factor for local service providers with 

small or non-existent budgets for upfront marketing. Therefore, the addressable market for LODE 

services could exceed the boundaries of local advertising, which makes it a growth opportunity.  

These and other attributes have caused LODE to be the largest area of VC funding of the past 

year. According to CB Insights, LODE companies raised $2.6 billion in 2014. This happened at a 

rate of roughly 20 deals per quarter and a Series A average of $7.83 million. 

Meanwhile, the sector’s growth continues to be fueled by several macro factors. These include 

technology (smartphone penetration and app innovation); culture (acclimation to app based local 

discovery); the economy (unemployment rates and provider availability); and generational shifts.  

This Insight Paper defines LODE, examines its drivers, spotlights best practices and maps its 

trajectory. It will characterize the next phase of local commerce.  

 

Local On-Demand Economy: The Present  

One offshoot of the mobile revolution has been on-demand services. First put on the map by ride 

hailing service Uber, these are defined as mobile apps that allow consumers to summon products 

or services in an on-demand fashion, which are fulfilled or delivered offline in their local markets.  

It’s been known as “collaborative consumption” and “the sharing economy” among other titles. As 

it extends to several local service verticals – areas core to BIA/Kelsey’s longstanding analyst 

coverage – we’re calling this transformative area the “local on-demand economy” (LODE).  
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For users, LODE brings immediate needs to their fingertips. For providers, it aggregates demand – 

creating marketplace transparency that reduces marketing and customer acquisition costs. The 

result is bringing buyer and seller together more efficiently and with leaner unit economics. 

 

An Industry is Born  

LODE’s benefits are causing it to be discovered and applied to several local services – everything 

from home services to odd jobs to the delivery of physical goods.  

“Not only are traditional suppliers able to better expose their inventory, it’s empowering what 

we’ll call the ‘1099 economy’,” Urgent.ly CEO Chris Spanos told BIA/Kelsey. “UberX is probably the 

best example, but expect that revolution to occur across every vertical that you can imagine.” 

Meanwhile, LODE has received more time, ink, innovation and funding in the past year than any 

other area of technology and media. According to CB Insights, LODE startups received $2.6 billion 

in 2014. This doesn’t include Uber’s $2.8 billion Series E, started in December and completed this 

month.   

The 2014 investment pacing happened at a rate of roughly 20 deals per quarter and a series A 

deal size average of $7.83 million. As a point of reference, that’s 37 percent greater than the $5.7 

million series A deal size average of another opportune and investment-rich sector: mobile 

technologies.  

Figure 1: On-Demand Mobile Services Financing Trend 

 

Source: CB Insights 2014 
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Uber – LODE’s most emblematic startup – is meanwhile one of the most successful companies of 

the last decade in terms of revenue growth and valuation. It’s now valued at approximately $40 

billion and operates in several countries (its recent missteps and criticisms are covered below).  

LODE’s structural advantages can be seen in what Uber has done so far. For example, LODE apps 

are built on network effect, which graduates to second order benefits when supply and demand 

grow in relative balance. Uber has been able to accomplish this in a short time period. 

Figure 2: Uber’s Network Effect  

 

Source: Sherpa Ventures 2014 

These advantages have compelled several startups to extend this framework to new verticals and 

feature sets. Other examples are Lyft for ride sharing; Airbnb for hospitality; Homejoy for house 

cleaning; TaskRabbit for “odd jobs” and Urgent.ly for roadside assistance.  

There’s also (in industry parlance) “Uber for…” Pizza, wine, mechanics, events, cash delivery, valets, 

lawn mowing, couriers, flowers, gifts, ice cream, marijuana delivery, massages, nightclubs, 

shopping, laundry, doctors, dating, beauty services, shipping, and dog walking, to name a few. 

In addition to vertical growth, LODE is moving up the professional ladder to creative, technical 

and professional services like legal. Avvo VP of Marketing Leigh McMillan tells BIA/Kelsey that 

there’s a swath of legal needs that can be fulfilled in a lower barrier way than is traditionally done 

with law firms.  

This involves aggregating the idle time of a large network of lawyers. That becomes a source of 

available inventory that can be matched with the aggregated demand (various legal needs) of the 

Avvo app. Avvo’s handling of these connections, and billing, compels lawyers to charge less.  
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 “If you talk about untapped supply, attorneys have time they 

can’t monetize,” said McMillan, “Legal has more frequency and 

when you need it, tends to not be the same type of law. So the 

idea is to have a legal team on your phone.”   
 

Curbside is also applying the principles of LODE to a new vertical: Retail. The model is to save 

consumers time by letting them order items via mobile to be picked up outside of a retail 

location. It’s a new spin on the $2 trillion online-to-offline commerce market in the U.S. 

In addition to demand aggregation characteristic of LODE, Curbside combines the ease of 

ecommerce with the immediacy of offline shopping. But it eliminates parking and typical in-store 

hassles. Moreover, it’s seeing LODE meta-moments, as they happen on top of each other. 

“We’ve launched at two City Targets,” Curbside’s strategic partners lead Joel Toledano told 

BIA/Kelsey of the LODE one-two punch, “where people will drive up in an Uber, step out grab 

[their purchased item], get right back in the car and keep going.”  

Figure 3: Tip of the Iceberg: LODE Snapshot 

 

Source: RRE 2014  
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LODE’s Driving Factors 

Drilling down into LODE’s dynamics and drivers, it’s important to view the macro trends that are 

aligning to create fertile ground for its growth. These are a combination of technological, cultural, 

and economic. Here is summary, before we detail each factor in subsequent pages.  

 

 

Mobility: The starting point for LODE, as with many other tech trends, lies in 

hardware innovation. Mobility and the smartphone revolution have created high-

power computing to go. This has shaped user behavior and expectations for 

immediately fulfilled needs. This trend will accelerate with the impending age of 

wearable technologies like smart watches.  

 

Cultural: Consumers have been conditioned by the computing capacity in their 

pockets to expect immediate needs to be fulfilled in an on-demand fashion. This 

general urge and expectation to have the world delivered on demand is further 

accelerated by parallel trends in media consumption such as, VOD platforms like 

Netflix, Hulu, etc.  

 

Generational: The Millennial generation – emerging as a key component of the 

buying-empowered adult population – has a well-documented sense of 

entitlement and immediacy that provides a receptive environment for on-demand 

services. The generation’s characteristic aversion to ownership of physical goods 

is also conducive to several LODE services (i.e. relying on Uber versus auto 

ownership). 

 

Economic: High unemployment has created a steady supply of service providers 

to fill the ranks of LODE’s workforce. Millennials – in addition to being avid 

consumers of LODE services – also possess work habits that are conducive to the 

flexibility that LODE service providers enjoy. These factors will further accelerate 

as LODE services move up market to higher-end professions, such as professional, 

creative and technical fields. 

 

Geographic: Balance in any two-sided marketplace is always hard to achieve. The 

above factors are creating growth on both supply and demand sides of many 

LODE services. This is further accelerated by the overall societal trend of more 

individuals living in cities. This general orientation creates a network effect that 

assists marketplace growth.  

 

Technological: Lowered barriers to entry in the app economy have created an 

explosion of startups that build LODE marketplaces and extend into new verticals 

and feature sets. Authentication technologies (such as Facebook Connect), 

facilitate reputation as a form of security and enforcement that keep LODE 

marketplaces safe and attractive. LODE will also be the environment where mobile 

payments finally take root. 
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LODE Fundamentals  

To begin to unpack the factors summarized above, it’s best to examine some of LODE’s 

structural components and fundamentals. Part of that is to trace its roots and to see how 

LODE has evolved from other formats that have played a central role in local media for 

decades.

 

How Does it Work? 

LODE apps are usually specific to a local service vertical – such as getting a ride somewhere. 

Service providers participate in this marketplace by signing up and getting approved if they meet 

certain quality thresholds (which they must maintain via user ratings). They are then dispatched to 

fulfill local demand. 

How optimal dispatching is accomplished is the secret sauce of individual apps, and usually 

involves some form of location and relevance algorithms. Achieving balance and liquidity in these 

two-sided marketplaces is the art of LODE apps, which we’ll examine throughout this report.  

It’s also important to note that service providers in LODE marketplaces don’t pay upfront to be 

part of such a system, or to gain any sort of advantageous positioning. The matching algorithm 

trumps all, and can only be influenced by service providers through quality service (user ratings).  

Rather, service providers split revenue with a given LODE app company. Uber, for example, keeps 

20 percent as payment for customer acquisition and other benefits. This mitigates the service 

providers’ risk that is inherent in traditional marketing and customer acquisition, as we’ll examine.  

The New Search 

LODE threatens traditional “local search” with a user value proposition that is more natural and 

natively designed for smartphones. It does this by compressing the supply chain. In other words, 

it eliminates steps of the traditional process of using a search engine to find local services.  

 

The mobile local search process currently goes something like this:  

 

1. Tap (or speak) words into a search box. 

 

2. See results. 

 

3. Click the most attractive one – sometimes leading to directories with additional 

navigation.  

http://www.bing.com/images/search?&q=tap+icon&qft=+filterui:color2-FGcls_BLACK&FORM=R5IR17#view=detail&id=61465EBC6496CF03172C1E8717CE999C26DCFEDD&selectedIndex=145
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4. Read reviews or other decision criteria. 

 

5. Choose a business that appears to be the most reliable, proficient or 

inexpensive. 

 

6. Contact that business to inquire about or retain its service.  

 
7. Schedule service. 

 

8. Fulfill and transact. 

 

LODE’s comparison is:  

 
1. Launch a LODE app for a designated service. 

 
2. Push a button to indicate an immediate need. 

 
3. Service provider comes to or contacts you (paid automatically once approved).  

Flipping the Model 

LODE’s departure from local search has important ramifications for marketers. Stepping back, 

consumer behavior has evolved from print directory lookups to search engines and even social 

networks to find items or services that fulfill specific needs with varying degrees of urgency.  

These models have progressed towards more of a user pull and less of an advertiser push. The 

trend has also moved towards more targeted advertiser placement, to establish positioning in 

front of consumers at strategic times and places of explicit commercial intent.  

In a print directory context, this means physical positioning – through size, color and heading 

priority – to capture that coveted phone call at a time of consumer need. For search engines, it 

means formulating the right keywords and ad groups to likewise capture high-intent clicks.  

With search came certain efficiencies in reaching high-intent consumers in a more cost-efficient 

way than traditional media. LODE continues down that evolutionary path by aggregating real time 

consumer demand in a given service category, allowing nearby providers to respond accordingly.  

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=car icon&qs=n&form=QBIRMH&pq=car icon&sc=8-8&sp=-1&sk=#view=detail&id=33102D5E3C94A90F6FC5063A8E17C6BAF5BD76BA&selectedIndex=4
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So instead of a consumer search for a business – requiring a previously devised marketing plan 

where a message is placed in front of that user – LODE flips the model. User demand is captured 

and revealed for service providers to react in real time to a marketplace now made transparent.  

 
  

  “There’s no advertising in these apps, it’s purely a grossed-up 

transactional value,” Comcast Ventures Partner Michael Yang told 

BIA/Kelsey. “Local isn’t reviews anymore, it’s on demand… The 

business model is consumer pay, and the merchant is being 

aggregated into a network.”  
 

 

Put another way, the need for advance advertising to stay competitive is eliminated in some 

cases. Service providers thriving with LODE don’t need to market themselves proactively to 

generate demand. They’re now given an operational tool to capture demand reactively.  

This is analogous to the Just in Time manufacturing principle. A Japanese innovation popularized 

in the U.S. by Harley Davidson, and more recently by Tesla, inventory is produced much closer to 

its sale. This improves cash flows and reduces capital requirements for cost of goods sold.  

In LODE services, capital requirements for customer acquisition are likewise reduced. Demand 

generation at the app level creates marketplace transparency to deploy inventory – for example, a 

service provider’s finite set of appointment slots – exactly where it’s needed in real time.  

“What we’re seeing is yield optimization,” MyNeighbor CEO Brendan Benzing told BIA/Kelsey. 

“Uber in early days had a brick business which was town cars, but it was all the time in between 

rides that was the mortar. That’s the value that technology is finally extracting due to mobility.” 

 

Economic Impact? 

Despite some of the takeaways of the previous section, LODE will never fully replace marketing. 

Many local service providers will still operate outside of the LODE customer acquisition 

framework, and will need to establish branding to generate demand through traditional 

marketing.  

The question then becomes, what local service verticals are most prone to disruption by LODE, 

and therefore where and what quantity of revenue will it displace? Verticals whose consumer 

need is dynamic and urgent are most subject to disruption, such as transportation, as 

demonstrated by Uber. 

As for aggregate revenue, it is difficult to forecast LODE’s impact. But we can apply models to 

begin to structure potential marketplace outcomes. For example, the local advertising market was 

$137 billion in 2014, according to BIA/Kelsey, growing to $159 billion by 2019.  

To start in basic terms for the sake of illustrating a model for LODE’s impact, let’s pretend it 

displaces 20 percent of local media advertising by 2019. That would work out to $31.8 billion. This 

is only a construct, but a useful exercise in beginning to quantify the opportunity (or threat).  
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Of course this will not play out with such a simple substitution effect: there will be incremental 

revenues that LODE creates. That’s a key point for any local media companies that are viewing 

LODE as an opportunity to grow revenue – both through revenue per advertiser (ARPA), and 

reaching new business.  

Similarly, it should also be noted that LODE’s efficiencies in customer acquisition make it tenable 

for local service providers with minimal marketing budget. Therefore, LODE’s addressable market 

could exceed local advertising’s current boundaries, and thus a potential growth opportunity.  

Quantifying that one step further, BIA/Kelsey projects that 19 percent of small businesses in the 

U.S. spend money on any form of advertising
1
. The other 81 percent could represent LODE’s 

addressable market; and where opportunity for pure plays and local media companies resides.  

 

Local On-Demand Economy: The Background 

To begin to answer the above questions about LODE’s potential size and impact requires looking 

at the macro factors that are driving and sustaining it. These factors are also important to 

understand for anyone building businesses around LODE. 

 

Demand Side: A Remote Control for the Physical World 

To start, LODE is fueled by a growing consumer need for on-demand access to anything. This is 

simply a cultural trend conditioned by mobility. Our smartphones – and soon to be wearables – 

have portability plus location awareness: A formula for immediate access to anything. 

That basic capability has been furthered by app innovation. Lowered barriers to entry in the app 

economy have resulted in a flood of new services to connect buyer and seller in local markets. 

Authentication technology meanwhile creates a reputation-enforced system of safety and 

security. 

These factors have come together to condition consumers to expect services to be brought to 

them wherever they are. It’s worth noting that this conditioning has been galvanized by usage 

trends elsewhere in technology – such as VOD consumption a la Netflix, Hulu, etc.  

Indeed, LODE services literally and figuratively turn the smartphone into a sort of TV remote for 

the physical world. The metaphor caries though the device’s shape, as well as the physical action 

of pushing (tapping) buttons to summon physical world activity: A digital means to an analog 

end. 

 

                                                      

1
 Roughly 5.4 Million SMBs in the U.S. advertise. This is usually framed within the 6 million 

businesses that BIA/Kelsey classifies as SMBs (including having more than one employee). In 
the calculation above, SMBs that advertise are framed within the larger population of overall small 
businesses, reported by the Small Business Administration to be 28 million in the U.S. 
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It’s a Millennial Thing  

All of the above is then accelerated by a generation for which “on demand” is practically a tagline. 

Millennials – continuing to take over the ranks of the buying-empowered adult population – have 

a well-documented sense of entitlement and immediacy that’s fertile ground for LODE.  

“An old economy business model that Millennials can’t relate to [is] an annual subscription for 

something you might not need,” said Urgent.ly’s Spanos. “Millennials expect everything now, and 

they turn to their phones for that.” 

That goes for the basic principles of LODE in its access to immediate needs. But it also applies to 

an important aspect of LODE services in that they sometimes replace the need to own physical 

goods – a characteristic aversion of Millennials (with exceptions of course).  

A 2014 report by The Intelligence Group called young people “the first generations of ‘NOwners,’ 

or those who prize access over ownership.” Ride sharing service Zipcar likewise reports that 61 

percent of 18 to 34 year olds chose “experiences” over “possessions” in a December 2013 poll.  

“They’re apprehensive about ownership, and they see access as a more experiential way 

of consumption,” said My Neighbor’s Benzing. “But there are also similarities to baby 

boomers, towards the end of life and no longer gathering things. They’re trying to unload 

and de-clutter.” 

You Need Holes, Not a Drill 

Beyond generational factors, there’s a cultural shift among several age groups, away from the 

blatant consumerism that defined the ‘80s and ‘90s. Survivors of subsequent recessions, including 

the housing crisis, have been conditioned to own less stuff.  

This is a notable cultural shift when it comes to the mindset of making daily purchase decisions. A 

small home improvement project for example, is historically governed by a mindset to buy all of 

the necessary power tools, which are then used once and stored for years in a closet or garage.  

However, a more economically attractive (and faster) outcome could come from renting the 

equipment or hiring an on-demand service provider to finish the job. This is supported by the 

always-surprising statistic that the average power drill is only used 13 total minutes in its lifetime.  

Rachel Botsman cited this figure during a 2010 Ted Talk on the emerging area of 

collaborative consumption. “What you need is the hole, not the drill,” she continued. “So 

why don't you rent the drill, or, even better, rent out your own drill to other people and 

make some money from it?”  

 

Supply Side: The 1099 Economy 

The two-sided marketplaces that define LODE mean that user and service provider growth must 

happen in approximate balance. There are unique market factors that create that balance and 

drive growth on each side of the supply/demand equation. The demand drivers were just covered. 
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For the supply side, LODE is keeping pace as its financial and lifestyle benefits are made known to 

service providers. This is important because the step function that defines LODE’s supply/demand 

balance usually starts with the supply side (i.e. enough Uber drivers). 

This has been driven (excuse the pun) partly by high unemployment rates that create a larger 

eligible pool of service providers. For example, Uber had 160,000 drivers at the end of 2014. 

40,000 signed up in December alone, and its cumulative total is doubling every six months.  

Adequate supply is also driven by larger trends such as the percentage of the population that is 

concentrated in urban areas. This creates a larger eligible pool of suppliers. It also concentrates 

demand within a defined area, which provides ROI incentive for suppliers to operate.  

Drilling down to more direct and tangible motives, there are often economic benefits for service 

providers. As mentioned above, reduction in marketing and operational costs enable individuals 

to sidestep traditional barriers to entrepreneurship. And some LODE services offer quick revenue. 

A study by Princeton economist Alan B. Krueger reports that Uber drivers earn $19 per hour on 

average, and a majority are “very satisfied.” Drivers were also proven to work fewer hours and 

earn more than taxi drivers (though they must handle some expenses that taxi drivers don’t).  

The Kreuger report also shows that driver growth isn’t receding even as some factors – such as 

high unemployment – abate. And as Uber lowers rates to the initial detriment of drivers, it argues 

that increased demand counteracts potential losses (per “second order effect” outlined earlier).  

Figure 4: 2013 Estimated Driver Earnings Per Hour 

 

Source: Sherpa Ventures, 2014 
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Punch Out 

There is also the matter of flexibility. LODE is causing a cultural shift in the way people 

think about work. It’s chipping away at a centuries-long societal construct and mindset 

about working for companies. Ask any Uber driver how much he likes being able to 

create his own hours.  

Though corporations absorb risk and create community – a benefit established as 20
th

 

century industrialization and urbanization created the welfare state we now know – they 

also require sizeable and sometimes inconvenient commitments from their employees.  

And so a key constituency of the emerging 1099 economy has become individuals that 

require this flexibility out of necessity: students, contract employees, parents, people with 

multiple jobs. The ability to define one’s hours has been one of the biggest boons for 

LODE service providers.  

For example, most Uber drivers work less than 15 hours per week, according to the 

Krueger study. According to a driver survey in the report, most are already employed full 

or part time. Earning additional income was stated as the primary benefit of being an 

Uber driver.  

This flexibility is also perfect for a demographic group examined above in a different 

context: Millennials. The characteristic flexible hours that several LODE services offer 

could be form-fitted for a generation that doesn’t want to be told when to come to work.

 

The Dark Side of LODE 

Despite many of the above advantages, there is a dark side to LODE that should be 

acknowledged. This involves some of the risks of distributed work forces that, for several 

LODE companies, exist in sometimes-vague status between full-time and contract work.  

First, Uber’s rapid growth has compromised screening and led to allegations of driver 

misconduct, including sexual assault. Its PR and reaction have been handled poorly, 

resulting in a public backlash. This should be acknowledged, but we will not detail it any 

further in this report.  

Regarding the official status of many LODE service providers – such as house cleaners, 

drivers, pet care providers, etc. – its flexibility comes at the cost of assuming a certain 

degree of legal risk. This is part of the LODE dynamics, which transfers risk from 

companies to their labor pools. 

This is shifting though, as well-publicized deviant acts of LODE providers (and consumers) 

motivate companies to provide greater insurance and legal protection for participants. 

Airbnb famously upped its insurance coverage after drug addicts destroyed a rented 

Oakland home. 

Beyond legal risk for service providers, there’s an inherent risk they assume in 

marketplace volatility. When comparing LODE to less-flexible traditional jobs, as above, it 

should be noted in fairness that the latter comes with a steady paycheck and risk 

absorption by a company.  
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Local On-Demand Economy: The Future  

As LODE expands, its capabilities and fusions with adjacent areas of technology will grow. 

It will support and be supported by many parts of a growing ecosystem. Areas we’ll 

examine here tie directly to monetary dynamics: demand pricing, mobile payments and 

growth through APIs.  

 

Demand Pricing 

After LODE grows in usage, vertical expansion and solid footing (phase I), its second phase will be 

to optimize pricing for maximum revenue. It will begin to do this by ingesting and processing 

large samples of consumer behavioral and spending patterns. The age of big data meets LODE.  

The idea is that all of the signals emanating from the mobile device and processed through apps 

can be the building blocks for dynamic pricing. This goes back to Brendan Benzing’s quote in an 

earlier section that LODE’s demand aggregation is a play towards yield management.  

For example, knowing how far away someone is to a business — and several other variables — 

enables predictive modeling about their probability of transacting. This isn’t necessarily new but 

takes on new flavors if worked into an equation that defines their price sensitivity or elasticity. 

From there, the potential is to offer different pricing to existing customers, repeat customers, 

faraway customers, nearby customers, customers with green eyes and a love of craft beer, etc. 

This gets us closer to mobile’s promise of more effectively driving offline commerce. 

The idea is to segment consumers by willingness to pay for something — a function of location-

oriented factors like weather, behavior, time, product category, etc. This makes it a juiced up 

version of the airline model that maximizes revenue with demand-driven variable pricing. 

It’s especially relevant within the context of perishable inventory (empty movie theaters, 

restaurants, etc.). This is of course nothing new, and gets to the yield management endgame of 

the daily deals craze of 2010. But in volume and depth of data, LODE will better enable it   

Of course the LODE poster child has already planted this stake. Uber’s “surge pricing” is dictated 

by demand levels in certain neighborhoods. It not only maximizes revenue during high-demand 

moments, but it compels supply (drivers) to log in and move towards “surging” neighborhoods. 

We’ll see some version of surge pricing become a core tenet of existing LODE apps/services, and 

those still to be developed. This is most ripe in areas with volatile demand, price inelasticity and 

temporal relevance. Urban or event parking, for example, is an area where dynamic pricing could 

develop.  
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Mobile Payments 

BIA/Kelsey has a cautiously optimistic view of mobile payments. There are consumer acclimation 

and retail implementation challenges. And network effect is required to gain scale and 

compatibility on each side of this equation. It’s a classic local “chicken & egg” challenge. 

But this mostly applies to offline retail (POS) payments. Since using Apple Pay all over town, 

BIA/Kelsey has realized the lower barrier play where mobile payments’ near-term opportunities 

lie: in-app payments. This doesn’t have the same compatibility hurdles (hardware) as a physical 

POS.  

So as mobile payments at the retail POS take longer to materialize, in-app LODE implementations 

are a path of lesser resistance. Apple Pay, for example, is a nice fit with LODE; its value driven by 

ease of use (TouchID), widespread compatibility (iTunes), and most of all, trust.  

In that sense, Apple Pay’s biggest value to LODE is as an authentication layer. As usage grows and 

LODE apps become more fragmented, that authentication layer’s need grows with it. It will solve a 

real pain point in having a single, secure and trusted payment engine for several apps. 

 

APIs 

Though most of this report has examined LODE in the context of startups that launch standalone 

apps, a considerable part of ecosystem will involve APIs. This follows longstanding trend 

throughout the tech world to make app features and functionality more portable to other apps.  

An API strategy – in general and as it applies to LODE – allows developers to get more 

distribution than they would from their app alone. App publisher partners conversely benefit from 

added functionality without the investment to build it. A revenue share is exchanged in return.  

The way this will play out specifically within the LODE ecosystem is that we will soon see features 

to “hail an Uber” within several apps of related or complementary functionality. We already see 

this with a handful of Uber partners such as United Airlines, Hyatt and Starbucks.  

API integration even happens in quirky ways such as the “Breathometer” app that lets imbibers 

beyond a certain blood-alcohol level summon an Uber within the app. They can also book a 

nearby hotel room, using the functionality from the HotelTonight API (Fellow LODE app).  

We’ll see a great deal more of this API distribution, which will be a fundamental driver of the 

sector’s growth. It will also be a way to make the development and distribution of LODE apps – 

with already lowered barriers as examined above – easier to monetize.  

 

Conclusion 

Over the past decade, ecommerce has received a disproportionate share of attention and 

investment. After all the excitement, it only accounts for 7 percent of U.S. retail spending. The rest 

is all offline. An even greater percentage of services (nearly 100 percent) are fulfilled offline. 
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But online and mobile technologies are increasingly influencing that offline spending. This online-

to-offline spending accounts for more than $2 trillion in the U.S., according to Forrester Research. 

So the real opportunity will be to drive that offline spending through digital means. 

It is from that soil that the local on-demand economy emerges. And its proposition is tailor made 

for a consumer base that’s conditioned to get everything immediately and on-demand. The 

digital tools that conditioned this behavior – smartphones and apps – now point out to a physical 

world.  

With that, smartphone penetration and the lowered barriers of the app economy have turned 

mobile devices into the ultimate remote controls of the physical world. That mindset created 

receptivity to the first LODE apps; and is now evolving with those apps and demanding more.  

For users, it brings immediate needs to their fingertips. For providers, it aggregates demand – 

creating marketplace transparency that brings together buyer and seller more efficiently and with 

more favorable unit economics. This gives rise to the new “1099 economy.” 

This shifts the longstanding local media discussion from advertising to transactions and 

commerce. With that shift, customer acquisition will in many cases happen through real-time 

demand aggregation and commerce, rather than advertising. This lessens upfront costs for SMBs. 

BIA/Kelsey expects LODE to continue expanding into nearly every local service category – some 

utilitarian, some whimsical, some absurd. This trend raises important questions such as how many 

ride hailing apps the market can sustain? Or do we need even one ice cream delivery app?  

As for the sector’s overall fate, the deep roots of its economic, cultural and technological drivers 

indicate staying power. We’ll see a shakeout and market correction to the continued exuberance. 

But the overall sector – though it will evolve in several ways – BIA/Kelsey believes is here to stay.  

 

Next Steps 

 

 Companies currently selling media or advertising to small businesses should gain 

an advanced knowledge of LODE – both its fundamentals and ongoing evolution. 

 

 Best practices, current and evolving, will develop quickly and require a keen eye 

to learn winning strategies. This education by immersion is the first step towards 

devising and deploying LODE products.  

 

 Given the possibility discussed in this report that LODE services could displace 

marketing in some situations, an early lead for local media companies could 

offset any potential losses to core products caused by new LODE entrants. 

 

 If LODE is indeed a threat, media companies who embrace it can own their 

destiny, versus those who ignore it and are forced to realize too late that it is 

causing attrition to core revenue streams, such as SMB-oriented ad products.  

 

 Similar lessons have been learned by industries facing disruption; and faced with 

the decision to embrace a new – albeit threatening and potentially cannibalistic – 

channels.  
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 Moreover, LODE should be viewed more as opportunity than threat. This can 

come about by embracing it and uncovering its potential sources of new 

business growth. 

 

 For example, LODE’s customer acquisition efficiencies make it tenable for service 

providers who can’t afford traditional marketing. Therefore, its addressable 

market could exceed local advertising’s current boundaries to a larger SMB 

universe.  

 

 LODE’s potential for new business growth is coupled with potentially increased 

average revenue per advertiser (ARPA) among existing SMB advertisers. 

 

 It can also boost retention, given that many LODE services also fulfill SMB 

operational needs (demand aggregation, scheduling, payment processing, etc.). 

These have higher switching costs for businesses than advertising and marketing.  

 

 In incorporating LODE into service bundles, local media companies have an 

advantage over LODE pure plays. This is due to existing sales channels, 

economies of scale, and compatibility with existing advertising and marketing 

offerings. 

       

 There is also a one-stop-shop appeal in that SMBs and 1099 operators can save 

time with a single provider for both marketing and LODE-based customer 

acquisition tools. 

 

 Early integration of LODE services by traditional media companies can establish 

familiarity and education. This will be required during LODE’s beginning stages 

when an early mover advantage can be gained in building knowledge, brand, and 

network effect.  

 

 Media companies should carefully consider the pros and cons of building versus 

partnering. The former requires greater investment and reward. The latter, via API 

integration, can involve little risk and utilizes best or breed functionality in a 

given area. The cost for this fast-tracked functionality is a revenue share with the 

API’s owner.  

 

 Based on the speed at which LODE is moving – a component of the speed and 

nimbleness of app development environments – any LODE strategies and 

product rollouts will need to happen much faster than is typically done by local 

media companies. The innovation cycle will be a function of weeks, not months.  
 

 

 

 

 

 Editor’s Note: BIA/Kelsey will host BIA/Kelsey NOW, a one-day event 

 this June in San Francisco to examine LODE’s opportunities and continue 

to define its trajectory. Details will be posted on our 2015 Events page: 

www.biakelsey.com/2015Events. 
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About BIA/Kelsey 
 

 

 

BIA/Kelsey is a market research and analyst firm that focuses on all things local. Local media is an 

increasingly dynamic area of ad spending, and is quickly evolving with emerging digital platforms 

like mobile, social and search.  

Over the past three decades, BIA/Kelsey has been an authority on these developing technologies 

as well as their forbearers in traditional media, which continue to transform as they likewise 

compete for local ad dollars and consumer affinity.  

Through a suite of products that include research reports, articles, conferences, and client 

consulting, BIA/Kelsey analyzes the financial, social and technology trends affecting local media.  

Readers, event attendees, and clients are given the inside track on data, analysis, and tactics 

needed to grow and transform in a rapidly evolving media and advertising landscape.  
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